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As required in the County of Hawaii Planning Commission's
geothermal resources permit (GRP 89-1), five (5) copies of the
April - June, 1991 quarterly report are enclosed.
If you have any questions, please call me at 522-5620.
Enclosure: April - June quarterly report
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APRIL - JUNE 1991 QUARTERLY REPORT
Scientific Observation Hole (SOH) Program
Geothermal Resource Permit: GRP 89-1
Lilewa, Kapoho, and Halekamahina, Hawaii
TMK: 1-2-10:01; 1-4-01:02; and 1-4-02:32




This document presents a quarterly report to the County of
Hawaii Planning Department to support the Scientific Observation
Hole (SOH) program in the Kilauea Middle and Lower East Rift
Zones. The SOHs are for scientific observation purposes only.
The information to be gained from the SOHs will provide an
assessment of subsurface geological conditions, groundwater level
and composition, temperature, drilling conditions, an inventory
of possible mineral and geothermal resources, and an eruptive
history of the island to the depth drilled.
This report addresses: description of work undertaken and
planned; results of the environmental and noise monitoring
activities; log of complaints; status of exploration activities;
other information; and financial accounting.
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II. INTRODUCTION
The County of Hawaii Planning Commission approved, on
August 8, 1989, a geothermal resource permit application
(GRP 89-1) to drill Scientific Observation Holes (SOHs) in the
Kilauea Middle and Lower East Rift Zone. This document presents
a quarterly report, as required in Condition 11:
"The petitioner shall submit five (5) copies of a status
report to the Planning Department on a quarterly basis (by
the first day of January, April, July, and October of each
year), or, within 30 days of the completion of any SOH. The
status report shall include, but not limited to:
a. A detailed description of the work undertaken during
the current reporting period including drilling
activity report;
b. A description of the work being proposed over the next
reporting period;
c. The results of the environmental/noise monitoring
activities;
d. A log of the complaints received and the responses
thereto;
e. The current status of exploration activities in the
context of long-range program goals; and
f. Any other information that the Planning Department may
require which will address environmental and regulatory
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Lconcerns involving the requirements of the Geothermal
Resources Permit.
g. This condition shall remain in effect until all of the
conditions of approval have been complied with, then
after which these reports shall be every six (6) months
for the duration of the project.
h. These reports shall include a financial accounting of
the resources expended by the project."
III. BACKGROUND
The SOHs are for scientific observation purposes only. As
designated, four holes are planned to be drilled along the
Kilauea East Rift Zone on the Big Island of Hawaii. Three of the
Big Island holes (SOHs 1, 2, and 4) are on agriculture land and
have been permitted by the County of Hawaii Planning Commission.
The fourth hole, designated SOH-3, is on conservation land. SOH
activities under Conservation District Use Permit (HA 12/20/85 -
1830) issued to the Estate of James Campbell have been approved.
IV. SOH-1 SITE
Description of Current Work
Tonto Drilling Services completed drilling work at SOH-1 on
January 14, 1991, when the U-5000 drilling equipment was rigged
down and moved to the HGP-A site for work unrelated to the SOH
project. No drilling activity was performed during this period.
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Description of Proposed Work
The mud and cuttings in the sump pit will be disposed in a
manner recommended by the Department of Health. The sump
material is being analyzed to determine if it is suitable for
disposal at the County landfill or if it should be buried on
site. The site will be reclaimed to its original state after
testing and monitoring are completed.
Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
Air Quality, Meteorological, Noise and Emissions are not
being monitored, since drilling has been completed at this
site.
Complaint Log and Response
Drilling completed -- no activity.
v. SOH-2 SITE
Description of Current Work
Tonto Drilling Services continued drilling activities and
advanced 3,836 feet from a depth of 2,966 feet to the bottom of
the hole at 6,802 feet for this reporting period. Minor caving
problems were encountered in several isolated intervals. Due to
the instability of the hole below 4,070 feet, a mixed casing
string of 5 inch, 4-1/2 inch and CHD 134 drill rods were run to
4,103 feet and the hole was drilled with HQWL from 4,212-4,682
feet in very competent submarine volcanics, intrusives and
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clastic sediments.
A faulted/sheared interval was encountered between 4,883-
4,940 feet, which resulted in short core runs, dropped core and
some redrilling. Core drilling then continued to a depth of
5,102 feet with full returns of drilling fluids, 10 foot core
runs and 100 percent recovery. Bottom hole temperatures measured
400°F at 5,051 and 5,102 feet. Intermittent fractured and sandy
intervals were encountered below 5,300 feet, although 10 foot
core runs and 100 percent recovery continued to a depth of 5,400
feet.
Between 5,402 and 5,462 feet, a broken sandy formation
resulted in several core runs of 6-9 feet, however, recovery
remained at 100 percent. Bottom hole temperatures registered
442°F at 5,455 feet, and 445° at 5,498 feet.
While retrieving the core barrel at 5,762, the wireline
broke, but after tripping out the drill rods, the core and
wireline was retrieved from inside the rods. The bottom end of
the wireline (3/8 inch cable) exhibited rapid deterioration due
to embrittlement and fraying during the first 10 days of Mayas
the bottom hole temperatures increased. SUbsequently, the bottom
30 feet of the wireline was cut off and retied to the overshot
every 2-3 days. Wireline failures do not jeopardize the hole
since all hardware is retained inside the drill rods, but it does
require tripping the drill rods to recover the core and hardware.
A new wireline has been ordered and will be installed prior to
drilling SOH-3.
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Core drilling continued to 5,770 feet at which depth the
drill turbo charger failed. Repairs were made to the blower
shaft with a total down time of 39 hours. Drilling resumed at 6
am on May 12, 1991.
Bottom hole temperatures increased to 501°P at 5,752 feet.
The temperature gradient, as reflected by the bottom hole
temperatures, is higher at SOH-2 than those measured at SOH-4.
Prior to the drilling of SOH-2, SOH-4 was the hottest core hole
drilled on record (586°P) and also the deepest drilled for
geothermal exploration purposes. Bottom hole temperatures
increased steadily from 506° at 5,802 feet to 564° at 6,201 feet.
This equates to a temperature gradient of 14.5°P/100 feet. The
564°P bottom hole temperature recorded at 6,201 exceeds the
highest bottom hole temperature recorded at SOH-4, which was 563°
measured at 6,546 feet, just prior to completing the hole to
6,562 feet.
Due to the encouraging temperatures and fluid loss in SOH-2,
a request was made and approved by the Department of Land and
Natural Resources to deepen the hole below the 6,500 foot depth
permitted, to a maximum depth of 7,000 feet. Subsequently, SOH-2
was completed to the total depth of 6,802 feet at 1 am on May 29,
1991.
On June 2, 1991, a temperature log survey was run on SOH-2
with the united states Geological Survey logging truck. The
cable head failed at 6,100 feet at a temperature of 558°P. After
reheading the cable, a deviation survey was run with the Eastman-
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Christensen gyroscopic survey tool. The survey indicates that
SOH-2 drifted to the south at an angle of over 10 degrees from
vertical at 2,000 feet, then maintained a southerly direction
while slowly dropping back to a near vertical angle (less 2
degrees) by 4,500 feet. The last measurement places the hole 254
feet south and 19 feet east of the wellhead. Projected bottom
hole location places the hole 270 feet south and 41 feet east of
the wellhead.
On June 3, 1991, the Blow Out Preventor equipment was
removed and the completion wellhead installed. The final bottom
hole temperature measurement exceeded the range on the 650°F
maximum reading thermometer. The estimated reading on the
thermometer was 663°F at 6,802 feet. June 7 through 9, 1991,
equilibrated temperature and pressures surveys were run by Pruett
Industries (see Appendix A for results). Following the running
of the surveys, all work terminated at SOH-2 and the Tonto rig
was released for work unrelated to the SOH project on June 9,
1991.
Description of Proposed Work
The mud and cuttings in the sump pit will be disposed in a
manner recommended by the Department of Health. The sump
material is being analyzed to determine if it is suitable for
disposal at the County landfill or if it should be buried on
site. The site will be reclaimed to its original state after
testing and monitoring are completed.
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Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
Passive hydrogen sulfide (HzS) monitors were deployed around
the perimeter of the SOH-2 drill site. The Colortek sensors are
replaced weekly as a matter of routine. The average HzS level
measured is about 1 ppb due to natural causes resulting from the
decay of vegetation. No indication of HzS emissions were
detected from the well during this reporting period.
The air quality monitoring station provides a continuous
record of atmospheric HzS concentrations when interfaced with a
data logger or chart recorder. The unit is located in a utility
container on-site and power is provided by the drill rig system.
continuous wind speed and direction measurements are made
with a recording wind speed/direction sensor system. A data
logger and back-up pressure-sensitive recorder collect the wind
speed and direction data. The unit is located in a utility
container on-site and power is provided by the drill rig system.
One noise monitoring station is located at the SOH-2 site
during drilling. A second noise station is located at the Perry
residence, about a third of a mile north of the SOH-2 drill site.
A third noise monitoring station is located at the Hedtke
residence, about 0.4 of a mile east of the SOH-2 site. The
monitoring stations at both neighboring residence's were
installed on February 1, 1991, and are powered by solar
batteries. Minor adjustments were made during this reporting
period, including chart recorder speed and battery replacement.
Chart jams, which are indicative of this type of monitoring
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, equipment, continue to require adjustments.
Complaint Log and Response
A total of 6 noise complaints were received for the SOH-2
operations during this reporting period. Four complaints were
from Jane Hedtke and two complaints came from Jennifer Perry.
See Appendix C for complaint notice and response. The noise
consultant analysis reports for these complaints are in Appendix
D and show that SOH-2 drilling operations were within conditions
set forth by the Geothermal Resource Permit (GRP 89-1).
VI. SOH-3 SITE
Description of Current Work
Drilling activity has not been initiated. Access to the
SOH-3 site has not been constructed, nor has the site been
cleared or graded. SOH-3 is scheduled to be located at the
True/Mid-Pacific alternate Drill site 2 (approximately 3,000 feet
north-north-west of the present drill site). On May 30, 1991, a
grading permit, No. 002906, was issued by the County of Hawaii
Planning Department for the proposed SOH-3 site and work will
proceed upon approval and notification from Governor John Waihee.
Description of Proposed Work
Grading and grubbing work for the access road and drill site
will be done, prior to any drilling. Ambient noise surveys will
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be conducted prior to any drilling activity.
Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
No drilling activity has been initiated. Ambient noise will
be recorded prior to the commencement of drilling. Ambient noise
levels will be recorded at, or near the homes of cooperating
residents which may experience similar sound reception conditions
with respect to noise sources at the drilling site.
Complaint Log and Response
Drilling activity has not been initiated. No complaints
were received during this reporting period.
VII. SOH-4 SITE
Drilling Activity
Tonto Drilling Services completed drilling work at SOH-4 on
May 21, 1990. No drilling activity was performed during this
period. The sump material at SOH-4 was buried on site on
February 24, 1991, and the site leveled to a condition that meets
the landowner's (Campbell Estate) approval.
Description of Proposed Work
Various logs (i.e. temperature, pressure, and injection)
will be conducted in the hole on a periodic basis.
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Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
Air Quality, Meteorological, Noise and Emissions are not
being monitored, since drilling has been completed at this
site.
Complaint Log and Response
Drilling completed -- no activity.
VIII. STATUS OF CURRENT EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES
No activities are being pursued at this time.
IX. OTHER INFORMATION
No other concerns need to be addressed at this time.
X. FINANCIAL REPORT
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:0. H. N. E. r. RUN 1A FIELD "'~APOHO WELL SOH2
TIME DEPTH PIT GRAD Tlj'fjE DEPTH PIT GRAD
17:01 500 11 '3. 1 121.000 18:58 5700 22'36.8 .3·35
17:07 1ellzlIZ! 333.3 .428 19:03 5800 2336.3 .3'35
17: 14 2000 763.0 .4312J 1'3:09 5900 2375. 7 .3'34
17:21 3000 1193. 4 • 430 19:14 6000 2415.2 -::.-=alJ... ...,;,.",.
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18:33 521210 209'3.5 .394 20: 12 6650 2557.7 .372
10:38 530121 2139. 13 -0' 20:17 67100 2676. 3 .372• -J_~
18:43 541210 2178.4 . 395 20:22 6750 2694.9 .372
18:48 5500 2217. 9 .395 20:32 6781 270.7.3 .400.
16:5.3 561210 2257.4 .395 121:1210 ill 121. 121 121.00121
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CO. H. N. E. I. RUN 03 FIELD K~POHO WELL SOH2
TIME P-T DP-DT DTIME TI/'r1E P-T DP-DT DTIME
18:32 2285. .,. 482. 8 2. '3 20:24 1831. 0 28. 3 4.8...J
18:35 2281.7 479. 121 ~. 0 20:28 1830. 9 28. .-, 4. 8o-J • .::.
18:38 2271.2 468. 6 .'" 0 20:32 1830. 8 28. .-, 4. '3... e
18:41 2275.9 .L~73. 3 ~. 1 20:36 18310. 7 28. 121 c- 0..... ...J •
18:43 2275.9 473. 2 ., 1 20:42 1830• .,. 27. .? c- i.... ...J ....J •
18:46 2275. .9 473• 1 "::' .=, 2121: 49 1830. Q) 27. .:., c- .-,o-J • .... ....J. .::.
18:50 2275. 7 473. 0 'j 20: 5'3 182'3. 7 27. 1 .,. 4..... .... ....J •
18:52 2275.6 473. 0 .3.2 21 :04 1829. III 26.3 c- 4...J.
18:53 2037.0 234. 4 ~ - 21 :1218 1828. '3 2S. .-, .,. c-.... .:. .::. ....J • ....J
13:54 2223.5 4213. 8 3.3 21 :17 1828. 7 26.0 r: 7..J.
18:56 2032.8 230.2 3. - 21:27 1828. 4 .-.1:" 8 5.B.:. a::...J •
18:56 2185.4 382. 7 ~ 3 .-.4 :37 1828. 2 .-.~ 5 6. 0..... '::'.l. c,...; •
18 :59 2282.5 479. 9 - 4 21 :47 1828. 1 .-.::' c- E·.2..... C-..J • ~.
19:e10 2282. 5 479. 9 -. 4 21 :57 1827. 9 '-.r::::" .-, 6. -.-.I. C-J • .::. .:.
19 :1211 2274.8 472.2 ~. 4 22:07 1827. 4 24. 8 6. c-..... ....J
19:03 2284·.7 482. 1 3.4 22: 17 1827. 2 24. c- 6. 7....J
19:05 2282.2 479. c- o;. .,. 22:27 182S. 9 24. 3 5 . 8....J .... ...J
19:06 2286. .:; 483. 6 ~. c- 22:37 1826. 7 24. 121 ~ ill..... ....J f .
19:08 2276.9 474. -:' .,. 22:47 1826. 4 2.3.8 7 . .=.o-J .... ...J ....
19-: 08 22'31. '3 489. .-, -:' .,. 22:57 1826. 2 .=.~ c- 7. 3Co ..... ...J .... o-J • ....J
19:1 1 2291. 8 48'3. 1 6 23:07 1821:.. 0 .=.-;. :3 7 . e-..... L-~ • ...J
19: 14 22'31. -r 489. 1 ? 6 .=.-:-. "f'l i Q .:,c- 7 '=-7 1 7 -rI ..... I..-.-'_..&.I .. \",J~-J. ......... ... . I
19: 17 2312)2. .-, 49'3 • 6 .., 7 23:27 1825. r: .-,.-, a 7. 8.::. o-J. ~. c.c •
19:1'3 23132. 2 499 • c- -:' 7 23:37 1825. .:. .=..=. 6 8. 0...J -.I. .... .........
1'?:21 2302. 1 49'3 • .,. - 7 23:47 1825. 0 .-,.-. ~ 8.2...J o-J. cc. • ..:.
19:23 23i,32. 1 499. 4 8 23:57 1824. 7 22. 1 B. -o-J • .:.
19:24 22'36.5 4'34.0 3. 8 0:07 1824. r: 21- 8 8. c-..J o...J
19:27 2310. '3 selB.3 . 8 0: 17 1824. 2 21. 6 8. 7-.I.
19:30 2310.8 508.2 ., 9 0:27 1824. 0 21- ..:. 8. 8....
19:31 1877.7 75. 0 -. 9 0:37 1823. 7 21. 1 9. 0.....
19:3.3 1844. 9 42.2 ~ 9 0:47 1823. r: 2121. 8 9. .-,.... ..J .::.
19:36 1835. 0 -- 4. 0 0:57 1823• .-, 20. 5 r, 3~~. .:. .::. j •
19: 3'3 1834. 8 32. 1 4. 0 1 :07 1823• .-, 2121. 5 9. .,.Co ...J
19:42 1834·.4 31- 7 4. 1 1 : 17 1823. 2 2121. .,. 9. 7...J
19 :45 1834. 1 31- 4 4. 1 1 :27 1822. '3 20. .:., '3. 8
19:48 1833. 8 31. 2 4.2 1: 38 i822. 7 2Q). 0 10. 121
19:5121 1833.5 30.8 4.2 1 :47 1822.4 19. 8 10. 2
19:53 1833.2 30. C' 4. 3 1 :57 1822. 4 1'3. 7 10.3..J
13:57 1832.9 30.2 4. 3 2:07 1821- '3 19. -:' 10. e--.I ...J
20:01 1832.5 ~·o 8 4. 4 2: 18 1821. 7 19. 0 110.7.... _.
20:1215 1831. 9 29.2 4 . .,. 2:27 1821.4 18. 8 10. 8....J
20:09 1831.5 28. 8 4 . c- 2:37 1821. 0 18. 4 11. 0..J
2'21: 14 1831- .:., 28.6 4.6 2:47 1821. 0 18. ..., 11. 2
20: 17 1831. 2 28. r: 4. 7 2:51 .1820. 9 18.2 11. 2oJ
20:21 1831. 1 28.4 4. 7 0:00 0.0 0. 0 0. 0
~GrN INJECTING 15:25 6/7 @ 3.5 BLS/MIN
~C~~ASE RAiE @ 18:01 6/7 TO 6.~ BLS/XIN
nUT-IN @ 19:30 6/7/91
Y STEVE WILSON
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SOH-2 DAILY DRILLING REPORTS
----------------- -- - -- -




































MlJd Wt I 8.4 ++/ga1
Vis (sec)1 38 in N/A out
Mud pH~ 9.0
Mud T~mp (F):IN 78
LC ~
Eit~:
B£9.!.:S.:!.e!::!~!._l!1f.~c!!!~tJ.gr.! I Dri 11 5-7/8 i neh hoI e :2,966 - 3,097
1liQt wi'chout returns of drilling fluids. Fll.lid lev~l remains
near th~ surface with miner returns a~ inc:rea~ed pumping I'"'at~~.
Formati l:Jn general1 y hoard wi th penetrati on rates of about 5 feet
per hour. Softsr, broken int5rvala 2,978 - 2,982 f~et and 3,030
- 3,070 ~e~t. High torque and minor sticking 3,040 - 3,070
feet. Pumping several high viscosity mud awe9ps reduced torque


























































Mud Wt: 8.4 #/gal
Vi~ (~ec)1 39 in N/A out
Mud pH: 9.0
Mud Temp (F):IN 78
LC (!
B~~i~i~~!~_1~iQ~m2!~Qam Drl 5-7/8 inch hole 3,097 - 3,224 feet
~ithcut returns of drilling fluid9. Eelow 3,150 f~et, torque
be~an increasing and minor sticking occur-sd after adding rods.
Swept hole with high vi. mud at 3,165 feQt .nd torque dropped to
norm£l range. Sottom hole temp8r~tur= mea~urements at 3,120 and























































Mud Wt: 8.4 #/g&l
Vis (SSI:): 38 in N/A out
Mud pHI 9.0
Mud Tam~ (F) lIN 71
LC l!
a£~~~iQn!1_lQi~~m~!~2Q: Dr-ill ~-7/8 inch hole 3,224 - 3,381
-feet without r~turns of drilling fluids. Fluid level remaine
ne.r the ~urTac:a with minor return~ at inc:rs._gd pumpinQ r_t.am.
Pilo.tration rat&s vary Trom 5 - 9 Ta.t pe~ hour. Bottom hcl~
tempQrvtura measurements at 3,278 .nd 3,357 feet WQrQ balow the
























































Mud Wt: 8.4 ~/gal
Vis <se=), 39 in N/A out
Mud pHI 9.0
Mud Tem~ (F):IN 85
LC Ii
a~g~~iQ221_1aiQcm~~iE~: Drl 5-7/8 inch hele 3,381 - 3,497 feet
without retu~n9 o~ d~il1ing ~luid5. Poorly c:onsolidated
inte~val~ at 3,381-3,396 feet, 3,461 - 3,464 fest and 3,469 -
3,478 fD~t. Clean and stab41i:s hole with s~veral red~ills and
sweeping hole With high vis mud. Bottom hole temperature
measursment .t 3,435 feet wa~ below the 100 F minimum reading on


























































Mud Wt: 8.4 ~/ga.l
Via (s.,:): 39 in N/A out
Mud pH: 9.0
Mud Temp CF):IN 76
LC @
Bit.:!:
e~giii9J~1_lQigcm~~iga: Drill 5-7/8 inch hole 3,497 - 3,594
f~et wi~hout r~turns of crilling fluids. Fluid level rEmains
neAr th~ $ulf~c~. P~n~trQtion rates vary Trcm 4 - 7 fe~t p~r
hO~lr. 300ft, caving and und~t:..sbl~ int~rval 3,571 - 3,590 fest
which r~quired ~everal rsdrill~ to cloAn and ~t~bali=e. Bottom
hole t9nper£tur~ measurement at 3,514 feet was below the 100 F


























































Mud Wtl 8.4 #/gal
Vis (sec): ~9 in N/A out
MUd pH: 9.0
Mud T~mp (F):IN 80
LC @
Elitsl
8~2~~igl~~_!Qi~cm~~i~nl 01"'1 5-7/8 inch hola 3,594 - 3,695 feet
with mi,or returns, increasing to ~pprcximat~ly 20X at 3,695
fa.t. Minor caving 3,504 - 3,506 ~.et which requirad $Qveral
redrilla. Rod torque increa~ed about 30 p.r~lilnt below 3,670
f.~t:.. ATt:.er running Deveral hi~h vis mud .weep~ and rsdrilling
interval, torque decreased to normQl range. Bottom hol~
temparacure at 3,632 feet was 100 F.
History
































Mud Wtl 6.4 #/gal
Yi~ (!Ie!(:) 5 39 in
Mud pHr 9.0























Bits: 5,-7/8 11 ATJ-33 +!'A57537H
0" at .3, 711 f sirl: •
e~~1~iQQ!i_lniQcm~~ien: Dr-ill 5-7/8 inch hol~ 3,695 - 3,711
fest wi'~h approKim~tely 25 per-cant return of dr-fIling fluid!l.
Condition holiii' ~nd t.r-ip out of hole ~o~ bit change. Bit had 185
hour!! o~ drilling time and c:ut 881 fast of new holR. Trip in
hola, r~4ming required at two small inter-v.I. (2,816 - 2,820
feet and 2,958 - 2,960 Teet) and cave wae encounter@o fr-om 3,667
- 3,770 feet. Drill 5-7/8 inch hole 3,711 - 3,770 TSQt with
approKimately 25 percent return of dril1in~ fluids.
Bottom hole temp~rature measuram.nt!l at 3,711 end 3,770 f~et







































Mud Wt: 8.4 #/gal
Vi~ (s~c): 39 in
Mud pH: 9.0
























e~~iii£Q~i_IQf2Cm~i~2n: Drill 5-7/8 inch hole 3,770 - 3,963
feet with rsturns increasin; to 50 - 60 percent. Bottom hole





















































Hol e .. !50H-~
Period Start: 0700




Mud Wt: 8.4 #/gal
Vis (sel:): 46 in N/A 40
Mud pHI 9.0
Mud Teml:! <F): IN 82
LC <3
Sitsl
a~~iiieJ~1_lQtEcm~~i2~: Orl 5-7/8 inch hole 3,963 - 4,082 feet
with approximately 60 percent drilling fluid returns. Interval
from 4,020 - 4,047 feet fairly unst..bla, some cavin;, minor
sticking and required gever~l redrill$ to condition. Bottom



































Mud wt: 8.4 #/g41
Vis (sec); 47 in
Mud pHI 9.0
























e~~i~ien~l_!Qie~m~~ieQ~ D~ill 5-7/8 inch hols 4,082 - 4,103
feet with approximately 60 percent drilling ~luid returns.
Whil~ swabbing bottom 20 feet of hole prior to adding drill rod,
the 134mm drill rod 5eparated ~t 1,878 ~eet while 10 fewt off
bottom. Trip out of hole, pick up evershot, trip in hele and
recover fish <2,22~ iaet of 134mm drill rod~ and 5-5/8" bit) en
?ir~t attGmpt. Fi.h pull~d ~r.~ with pull c~ only 10,000 pcund~
Qv.r d~~ll ~tr~ng weight. Sit appears undamag8d by drop, ra~un
samQ bit, sn~ountered fill at 4,063 Teet. Wa~h and ~sam hola
thr~e time~, ~tick reds brie41y, pull b~~k tg 4,063 fe~t ~nd


























































Mud Wt:1 8.4 #/ga1
Vi!! (!!lEe) I 49 in N/A 45
Mud pHI 910
Mud Tarrp (F):IN 82
LC e
B~~i~1iD~1_!nf~~m~~ienl Unabl~ to claan and ~tab41ize int~l"'val
between 4,060 and 4,073 feet. Wa~h and ream repeatedly with 60
- 70 percent retu~ns. Returns carrying con~id&rAbls amount~ of
fin. sand/cuttings. stick rods bl"'ie~ly, pull back into casing,
wa!!lh b4Ck to 4,073 feet, Dncount~r ~ame p~oblem, trip out of


































Mud Wt: 8.4 ~/gal
Vi!l <5 ac) I 48 i n
Mud pH: 9.0























. 131 bsr :::!:-15/16 11 tri cone NSN
e~~1~1£n!i_!niE~m~~1En: Run CAsing string consi9t.ing oi: 382
feet. of 15#, K-SS leit hand t.hrmaded, flush joint casing; 1,927
iee~ 04 iO.~#, J-55 Si~C casinQJ and 1,794 ~e~~ o~ 1~4mm drill
rod. 1he t.op of the 134mm N 7" annular spac. is sealed off with
a donut .nd L.eM. A sQccnd donut is spotted .t. the top of the
4-1/2" casing. At the c::ompletion of core drilling and after
injection testing, the 134mm drill rods will b. b4c:ksd off at «
left hil.nd CrO!!8 over at the 134mm x 4-1/2" connection and
r-eccvel"ed.
Th~ cs!!ing was lowered to 4,OSO feet and wa~hed into to
4,073 Teet.. Below 4,073 feet, pump pr~~~ur= increased to 900
psi and circulation could not be maintained. Repeated attempts
to ~as~ in dmeper- wsre unsuccessful. The casing was then
low9~&d th~u the sanded in inte~val to TO without pumpinQ. Tha
~A!!in9 will be cleaned ou~ with a 3-15/16 inch ~~icone bit prio~




























































Mud Wi::: 8.4 #/Qal
Vis (sec)a 46 in N/A 43
Mud pHI 9.0
Mud Tsmp CF):IN 80
LC (i
BitS4 Huddy "orang!!" #16766-4
(3 4, 108 Teat.
e~~i~ieQ~l_lnfQ~m!tign: Clean cut 4-1/2 inch casing with 4
3-15/16 inch tricone And dwapen hole to 4,108 Teet. Trip out oT
hol~, pi~l<.up HQWL coring a~~embly ~nd trip in hole. Core HQ
4,108 - 4,152 feet in 12 hours with Tull return o~ drilling
fluids. Core run~ aver_gsd 7 - 10 feet and the cora is
noticeably warm to the touch. Bottom helm t~mp~rature of 206 F
m~4~ur~d at 4,152 -Feet.
History
















































Mud Wt: 8.4 #/g41
Vis ( tal WI; >: 46 1n
Mud pH: 9.0























a~~~~ig1~i_lnig~~:~ign: Core with HQ 4,152 - 4,212 ~eet with
full returns. Cere run~ vary from 5 - 10 f~9t. Progress was
slowed when ~ piece oT core fell Trom the innsr tube while being
r9triev:d a~d wadgsd in the drill rcd5. Sever.l hour~ were
required to trip drill rod~ out OT the hole to remova th~







































































Mud Wtl 8.4 #/gal
Vis (sec): 46 in N/A 43
Mud pH: 9.0
Mud Temp (F):IN 81
LC <!!
Bitn:
agg,!.£.~e::l!!._1lJ.i9.!:!!l~~i.2a.: Core HQ 4,212 - 4,262 fEet with full
raturn9 And 6 - 10 foot cor~ runs with 100X recovery. Drill
rod~ ~eperat~d at 1,S80 fe~t, trip rods out of hole, run in hole
with Bolam ~pear and r5.ltriave remaining drill"rods on -first
~tt.mpt. Bit in good ~hape, rerun and trip bAck in hole ~nd
hole. Cor~ HQ 4,.26=Z - 4,:=72 feet with full returns oof drilling








































































Mud Wt, 8.4 #/gal
Vis (~~=): 46 in N/A 43
Mud pHI 9.0
Mud Tem~ (F).IN 81
LC (i
Sits:
BE!9.i:t.ig;J.~.!._1!1tE~m!~i9!:t1 Cor!t HQ 4, :272 - 4,362 Teet wi t.h TUll ..
f"'sturns of drill in; fluid.. CCf"'S r-unG 10 fQ~t with 100 psrc:ant
r-eeovery. Bottom hole temper-atur-e mea~u,..ement~ OT ~39 F at


















































Mud Wtl 8.4 */9A1
Vis (~ec): 46 in
Mud pH. ~.O
























egg1Sigo.41_1!1:t.g!:m~tiQ!:l1 Co,..e wi th HQ 4,.362 - 4,452 f ••t wi th
~ull rsturn~. Ccr~ ryns ~ll 10 feet with 100 pe~cant ~ecove~y.
Bottom hele temperatura m~a.ursm&nts of 248 F at 4,402 feet ~nd


















































Mud Wtl 8.4 *Jgal
V1~ (~ec)z 47 in
Mud pHI 9.0
























e~£~~1eQ~1_lQfe~m~!i~QJ Core with HQ 4,452 - 4,512 f&at with
full returns. Core runs all 10 feet with 100 p.rc:ant recovery.
Bottom hole t:.~mperatura of 270 F recorded at 4,502 feet.
At 9130 PM, while drilling, the m.in ri; motor ~uddl!!nly· .
dimd. The Datrcit Diesel s.rvice man wa~ notifi~d and r.pair~
are anticipat9d to be completed by 7 PM on April 18 if th9
neca.s~ry repair parts can be lcc.t:.&d in ~tate. This is the




















































Mud Wts 8.4 #/~~l
Vis CSQc): 48 in
Mud pHI 9.0























aggi~i~J~1_lntQ~m~i12U: Cempl.t~ rep_ir~ to blower unit en rig
motor ac 2 PM. Re~ume coring without incident and cere HQ 4,51:2
- 4,572 Teet with full return oT drill!n; fluids to 4,560 Teet.
S.lew 4,560 f ••t return. dropped to «ppro~im_t.ly 75 parcant.-


















































Mud Wi:: 8.4 *I;al
Vi !I ( SilC:) J 44 i n
Mud pH: 9.0
























a9.9.!.:;'!.~Hli!!._1D.f.g!:.!!!~'£i.2o.; Co~e HQ 4, ~72 - 4,622 f ••t wi. th
appro~imately 75 parc:ent r.tu~n of drilling fluids. Whil.
drilling at:. 4,622 feet, drill rods ••p~r..tltd at 1 t 890 feet.
Afte~ tr1pping upper ••c:tion of rods out of hole, th. remaining
d~ill rods were fish.d out en first Attempt and bit w•• chAnged.
Trip b~ck 1n hol. «nd resume core drilling. Bottom hole






































































Mud Wt. 8.4 #1;a1
Vis (su~): 43 1n N/A 40
Mud pH; 9.0
Mud T~n~ CF).IN 63
LC (I
Bt t!s:
ag,9.!.~!.5~!l!~_!!l:f.gr.!!l!5.~Er.:!.1 Co,..e HQ 4,622 - 4,662 or eet wi th 60 - 75
per ent r.turn oT drilling -fluids. Cor~ run5 10 TQet with 100
p.rcant recovery. Bottom hole temperature OT 294 F recorded at
4,662 Teet. Whila drilling past 4,682 T••t the drill rcd~
separated .t 1,870 -feet. The drill reds w&re retrievsd en the


















































Mud Wt: 8.4 ~/9.l
Vis (.~C)I 37 in
Mud pHI 9.0
























egg1!t9n!i_l~fg~m!~t9~1 Rotate drill rods ~rom 1,900 - 2,300
foet interval to thil 1,~00 - 1,900 Toot interval. Finish
trippiM9 in hole and reBume drillin~ at noon. Cor& drill HQ
4,662 - 4,739 feet A bottom hole temperatura of 306 F W.~
recorded &t 4,712 feet.
While drilling celQw 4,739 feet the drill rods saparated at
1,900 fest. Pull eu.t of hole and recover rom&in!ng drill reds
on first attempt. Upper ••ctien of HQ drill rods will b.
replaced by 101mm drill reds. Th. 101mm rods have a much hi;her
joint 5treMQth .nd are in 20 foot r«ther than 10 feet section.

















































Mud Wt, 8.4 8/g41
V1$1 ( SI~C) I 36 i n
Mud pH: 9.0
























8gg!.~!.!2Q!i_!!!iEc.mi!sj.E!:l1 Tl"'ip back in heliil with mixed dr-ill
string of HQ and 101mm rods. The 101mm rodg will be used in the
dogleg .ection below 1,860 f.ilt. Core HQ 4,739 - 4,815 feet
wi th 7:5 percent:. returns e'f dri 11 i ng of 1ui d~. Excessi ve tOl"'qua
while I·otating the drill rods requir•• a 50 percent:. I"'eductien in
l"'ot.a.tiC)M sp.ed. The dr-ill crew is currently e><perimentin~ with
V..r-iCUli mixtures of hi9h tempal"'ature polymers te r&duce torque.
The sharp dogl_9 and deviated hoI. 1n~rs&sQ dl"'il1 r~d/bcre hole
w411 contact while the rapidly in~reaeing hel. temperatUl"'8S
reduce th. drilling ~luid. lubricity re~ultin9 in hi~h torque.
Bci:tom hel. temperatur. oi 332 F recorded at 4,760 f ••t and
298 F r'ec:orded at 4,805 fliilt. Dec:rea~!I in f i. nal measurement
mo~t li.kely r ••ulta 'from small fractured int.rval Which allowed






































































Mud Wtl 8.4 */9~1
Vi a (S@IC:) I 3S in N/A 34
Mud pHc 9.0
Mud Tamp (F)IIN 83
LC (!
Ei b!ll
a~~i~iS!Q.~!._lQ.tg!:.!!l~~iell: CO~& HQ 4,8H5 - 4,888 Teet with 60 - 7~
percant retu~n of dl"'illinQ fluidal Whila d~illin; pa~t 4,8e8
feet, th& 101mm. d~ill ~cd. sepa~at8d at 1,880 Teat. Trip rcd~
cut oT hola and trip in with ~pear tc r.ccver ~&m.ining rods.
Hi.te....y
















































Mud Wt: 8.4 ~/gal
Vi2 (s_c): ~6 in
Mud pHI 9.0
























eggi~ignel_1niQcm~~igQI Ra~over drill rods, trip back i hola'
and cere HQ 4,688 - 4,912 ieet. Balew 4,66~ f ••t, iormation
become5 broken and sandy. Extensive ehearing indicat•• the hole
is pa9sin~ throu;h a faUlt %one. The broken nature e~ the
formation ie re~ulting in ~orQ runs of ~ - 7 Teet with soms
problems with dropped cere and minor cavin~.
c






































































Mud W1:1 8.4 #I;al
Vis (sac): 39 in N/A 36
Mud pHI 9.0
Mud Temp <F)rIN 81
LC (!
Bits.
a~~i~iEn!~_lai~~m~!iEnJ Cgr. HQ 4,91~ - 4,950 feet with cO - 70
percent return of drillin; fluids. From .pproximAtsly·4,a83 -
4,940 f ••t ths form«ticn hA~ been fractured and ~andy. The
1nten~e shearinQ is indicative of a f~ult ~one. At 4,940 f=et
conditions improv.d .nd th. final 10 feet drilled was solid and
ccmpetllnt.
While drilling pa~t 4,geO feet, the 101mm drill rcd~
ssp4r.t~d at 1,880 feet. Trip rod~ out of hole and trip in with
spear to recover remaininQ rods. 0
Bottom hola tamparatura oi 320 F ~acorded at 4,9~O feet.
Depr8~~ed temperature likely due to fluid 10•• in thi. int&rv~l
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Mud Wtr 8.4 #/;&1
Vis (sec), 37 in
Mud pHr 9.0























aggt~19n!i_lni2Cm!t1En( Recover·drill rods and chan~e bit.
While making wet pUll, two damaged drill rods were discovered in
lower 100 fset of drill $trin~. One rod W&S split Up both mide~
of the box. Trip bACk in hole and wa~h cave from 4,915 - 4,950
feet. Con~iderable amount oT ~and from fault. zon. washed out.oT
















































Dr H 1sr: Mc:Cleod





















Vis (sec)1 39 in N/A 36
Mud pH: 9.0
Mud Temp (F):IN 81
LC ~
Si bs:
e~~i~1en!~_lnie~m~~1Enl Core HQ 4,959 - 4,988 feet with 80
parcttnt raturn of drilling fluid~. Formation ha~ been competent
below 4,940 fe.t 4fter exiting A fault zone with inten~e
shearinQ. An additional 3,000 pounds of weiQht W&S being run on
the bit in ·an effort to reduce tensional stl"'ess at the 1,880
foot dogleg. However, the 101mm drill rods separated again at
thQ 1,860 fewt while c:crin~ blillew 4,966 fa.t.
Tha rods w~r& recovergd and th. dmcision wa~ m«de te raduce
to NQ. The NQ I"'ods are smaller and more flexable than th~ HMQ
and 101mm reds u~wd thus T.r. After running HMQ to 4,968 f&wt
and setting en bottom, the SOP ~tac:k Wa~ removed and both the
4-1/2 inch casing utrinQ and HMQ string w.r. tensioned and hung
below the wellhead -rlanr;;e. This will place the uppa~ 2,200 ~eet
of ca~ing in tension And minim!:e the cu~vature around the
dOQlw9 .t 1,880 feet.
The EOP 5~.ck was nippled up, and the NQ drilling a~sembly
made up.
Hi.tory
Hole Size Intsrv.l (oft) CAsin9 ~iz8(intttrv&1) Grad./Wt
12-1/4" o to 202 9-5/8" (0-202) K-55/40#
8-112 11 ~02 to 1,907 7 11 (0-1,896) J-53/23*
~-7/8" 1,907 to 4,103 ~II <:3 , 721-4, 103) K-55/11. 5#
4-112" (1,794-i:s,721) J-e;ei/10.:5~
(tempo~a~y) 5" (0-1,794) CHO/14.34#
3.83 11 4,103 tc 4,988 3-1/2" (0-4,988) HMC!/7.7i
HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE
DAILY DRILLING REPORT















Mud Wt; 8.4 */~al
Vi~ (~eC): 37 in
Mud pHI '?O























Bgg1t1Qn!t_laiQcm!~~ea: Complete nipplin~ up BOP stack and
inspecticn OT NQ d~ill reds. Trip in hcla with NQ dri11ino
a~.embly. Cor. NQ 4,988 - 5,011 Teet in competent ;:o~mation
with 100 percent core recovery. Bottom hole t.mpsraturs cT 411























































Mud Wtr 8.4 #/g~l
Vis ( !!t1'C:) : 37 i n
Mud pH. 9.0
























a~~iti~n!i_lQt9~m~!~gnl Core NQ 5,011 - 5,102 loeet with full
r.turns of dr-illing fluid., 10 foot cor~ runm and 100 percent
rac:overy. Bottom hole t:~mperatur. mmagurement~ of 400 F at:






































Not.. 5 11 CHD l:a!5ing And 3-1/2 11 HMQ c:••in~ are temporary And
will ba r~mcved when hel. is c:cmpl~t~d.




































Mud Wi::; 8.4 #/gal
Vis (sac): 39 in N/A 36
Mud pHI 9.0
Mud Temp (F)JIN 77
LC (i
Sits:
eggi~1EQ!~_IntE~m~~iEne Cor-e NQ 5,102 - 5,201 feet with full
~eturns oT drillin9 fluids and 100 percant r~ccvwry. Minor
vibration problem~ resultin~ fr-om form.tion temperature~
bra.king down polymer drilling fluids. Addition of Torkea~e to
increase lubricity aliminMted problem.
Bottom hole temperature measurement.: 414 F at 5,150 feet






































Not.al 5" CHD c••in; Mnd 3-1/2" HMQ catting are temporary and
will be remcvild whQn hcla i~ compl~ted.
















MtoAd Wt. 8.4 #/Qtil
Vis (~&C)I 35 in
Mud pH: 9.0
























BQ.g,i.:!;,!.f.Cl.~!._l!1iQ~m!:!;'iQ!:1c Core NQ 5,201 - 3,272.-reet with
~pproximatQly 75 plil"'Clint I"'sturn of drilling fluids. Fluid
return ;radually declined during the past 24 hour~ in fractured
-fcrm4ticn. ·Cor. runs continue to avar~ge 10 -feet with 100
percent recovel"'y. 8ottom hole temperature measuremsnt of 422 F






































Note: 5 11 CHD c4sing And 3-1/2 11 HMQ CAsing arlll tsmporary i\nd
will be removed when hole i~ completed.




































Mud Wt.: 8.4 #/gal
Vis' (sa'c) I 35 in N/A 33
Mud pHI 11.0
Mud Temp (F)~IN 75
LC <i
Sits:
e~~i~i£n~l_!QfQcm~tiQQI Core NG 5,272 - 5,242 feet with
approHimately 7~ percent return of drilling fluids. Core
'~ecovery im 100 p~rc:ant. with 10 foot core runm. Bottom hole






































Nota: 5 11 CHD c::asinQ and 3-1/2" HMQ casing arm tamporary and
will be removed when hole i~ ~ompleted.

















Mud Wt: 8.4 #/~~l
Vis (aac): 35 in
Mud ~HI 9.0
























Bg~~!iga!i_lafEtm!~i2QC Cora NQ 5,342 - 5,402 fast with
approximately 70 per-~ent riiturn cf drilling -fluids. Fluid
return ~radual1y declined during the past 24 hour~ in fr-a~tured
fermation. Core run5 were all 10 feet with 100 percant
re~ov.ry. 80ttem hole tam~erature meawu,.wments of 434 F were
recor-dsd at 5,352 feet And ~,402 feet. The fractured nature of
the Tormation 15 ~&rmitting drilling to mi~rate away from the






































Noter 5 11 CHD C:Asing and 3-1/2/1 HHQ c:asing are tempor.ry and
will be ramovsd when hcle i~ complatad.




































Mud Wt: 8.4 #/gal
Vi:5 (:soc): 35 in N/A 33
Mud pH: 9.0
Mud Tenlp (F): IN 76
LC @
Bits:
Additional Information: Core NQ 5,402 - 5,462 feet with
approx:l.mately 70 percent return of drilling fluid:s. Core
recove2'Y' i15 100 percent, however the fractured and sandy
interv~:l:s ha.ve re:su1ted in core run:s of 4 - 10 feet. Bottom






























Note: 5" CHD casing and 3-1/2" HMQ casine are temporary and
will be removed when hole is completed.




































Mud Wtl 8.4 #/9-1
Vi~ (sec): ~S in N/A 33
Mud pH: 9.0
Mud Temp (F):IN 77
LC @
Bggi.~ig!l~!._lQfgc.l!!~~is::m.: Core NQ 5,462 - 5,512 feet wi th
_pproximately 70 p~rcant return o-t drilling -tluid~. CorQ
recovery i~ 100 percent, howav~r the fractured And ~andy
intervals hav~ resulted in 50m& cora run~ oT 3 - 4 f~~t.
Average core runs during the pa~t 2 days h.~ been oval'" 8 T"et.
Bottom hol. temperature of 445 F w•• recorded .t 5,498 feet.
Drilling fluid migr.tion into fractured rock ~urrounding the






































Notsl 5 11 CHD c~!5ing and 3-1/2 11 HMQ c:asin<;;l .ara t~mporary and
will be removed when hole is completed.











Mud Wt: 8.4 #/gal
Vis (sac:): 35 in
Mu.d pH. 9.0
























e£9.i.£is.Cl~*-_lQf.£t:.m~£i!2!l: COl"'e NO 5,512 - 5,575 f eat wi th
approxim.t~ly 70 perc2nt r~turn of drilling fluids. Cora run~
w.ra ell 10 Teat with 100 percent r8cover-y with the ~xc~p~icn oT
a 3 Toct run with 1.5 feet rac:overed at 5,5~2 - 5,525 fe~t in a
small, soft ~andy intsry~l. Bottom hole temperature of 471 F






















Si ze (i nterval)
(0-202)
(0-1,896)













Not.ec 5 11 CHD c...ing and 3-1/2 11 HMQ C:"'i1ing are i.:empor...ry and
will be removed whan hole is completed.
















Mud Wi;: 8.4 #/;,,1
Vie (eec): 36 in
Mud pH: 9.0
























Bgg!.~is:n~!._lo.iec[!!~ii0Q.1 Cora NQ 5,575 - 5,638 feat with
approximately 70 percent return of drilling fluid5. The hole
enc:ount.el""ed a denge, fine Qrained intrusive Trom 5,575 - 5,612
fest thsn btilck into fractured subm.rins volcanic~ and
Slfildim.r.t~. Core rUn" r~m«ined good and rec:ove'l""y wae 100







































Note. 5" CHD ctil9ing and 3-1/2" HMQ C:41.sing arm tsmpo!""lI\/""Y and
will be removed when hole is complatsd.
















Mud Wt: S.4 #I;~l
Vi~ (sse): 37 in
Mud pHI 9.0
























af!g,i!i!:!!:l~!._l!:lfsc!!!~s.!.2QI Cor Ii! NQ 5, 636 - 5, 702 of eet wit h
.pproximataly 70 per-cent ratl.trn of drillinQ f1uid5. Six core
r-uns 04 10 feet .nd one 4 foot run, 100 percent r.cover-y.
Bottom hole ·temperature5 of 496 F recordQd .t 5,658 femt and 488






































Note.: 5" CHD c4sing and :3-1/:2 11 HMQ c~sing ar-9 tSfmpot"'4l"'Y and
will be r~moved WhQM hole i5 completsd.
















Mud Wtl 8.4 i/gal
Vie (~~c): 38 in
Mud pH; 9.0
























a~~i~!~Q~l_!ufgcm~~tgQ: Core NQ 5,702 - 5,752 femt with
approximately 70 percent return of drilling fluids. Core runs
wlilra 10 fs&t with 100 percent recovery. While attemptinQ to
retrieve the core after drilling to 5,762 feet., the wire line
cabls broke and tha crew beQan t.rippin~ drill rods out of th~ ~~
holli to recover the core and over~hot, which is all in~ide the
drill rods. Whils out of th~ holw thR bit will bw rlipl~c~d ~nd
the rods tripped back in. Drilling should reeume at
approximataly noon tod~y (May 10). ThQ hi~h bottom hole
temperatures have resulted in rapid detsrio~ation of the lower
few fe~t of the wiraline (3/8 inch c~ble). Tha lowwr 30 TQ~t. of
wir~line is cut off and r~tied every 2 - 3 days as embritt.lement
and fraying become evident.
























































Ml.ld Wt: 8.4 :l+/g.1
Vi$ ($~~)I JS in
Mud pHI 9.0























eagitis!Q!L_IQi2Cm!~ienl Finish trippinQ in hole~ rssume NQ
coring. Aftel'" c:ol"'inQ apprOXimately 8 fast of first coro run,
thi! ri~ engine suddenly died. Th1~ oc:c:ured at 4 PM on May 10.
On examination it was determined that thil tampor<ilry repair to
th~ blc,wer ~ha;:t had failed. Msc:hanic:~ Trom HT~T dilisel rlip.ir
were c:~lled at 5 PM and will net arriv. until tomerrow morning.







































NQtllll= :5" CHI) c...ing and 3-1/2" HMQ c:a.!ling at"!! temporary and
will bl!l removed when hole is completed.
















Mud wt: 8.4 ~/gal
Vis (s~~c) : 38 i n
Mud pHI 9.0
























as!.9.!.ii:..g!o.~i_lo.i9cm~~1.2o.l Meehan! cs -f~om HT&T al"'r i ved at 9 AM on
M~y 11. Fortunately th& mschanica agrsed to work through the
night (Saturday) until the I"'~pail"'s we~e complet~d, th~y
ccmpl st.ed the repai 1"'5 t!\t 6 AM on May 12. Total repai I'" ti me was
spprcxim4tsly 20 hours. Total down time for the rig was 39
hours.
While the dl"'illin; rig w.~ down, circul.tion waD maintained
in the hol~ using the ~uxi1i.ry 7-1/2 x 8 mud pump which which
is pow~red by a sepel"'ate power plant. When drillin~ resumed, no
incraatle in torquB was n.cass4ry to rotats the drilling rods and






































Notsl 5 11 CHD ca$in~ and 3-1/2 11 HMO casing are temporary and
will be removed when hole is c:om~l.t.d.
















Mud Wt: 8.4 #/ga1
Vi$ (SCI'C:): 37 in
Mud pHI 9.0
























69.£f,;.:t..iE!Cl!i_ln:f.2t:!:!1!t!.Q!1: CO~1i NQ 5,762 - 5,832 feet with 75
per~ent returns of d~illing fluid!!. Coring i. p~oc:~eding well,
with low torqua ~nd 10 foot co~~ run!! with 100 psrcant
rscov.~y. Bottom hole temperature of 506 F recorded at 5,802
fe!et.
Hi_tory




































Notem 5 11 CHD c:asing and 3-1/2" HMQ casing are temporary and
will be ~amQv&d when hole 19 complat~d.
















Mud Wta 6.4 #/Qal
Vis (~ec)1 36 in
Mud pHI 9.0























a££i~igu~1_lai2Cm~!12QI Cc,...e NQ ~,832 - 5,912 feet: with 70
parc:wnt return~ of drilling fluids. Coring is pr'oceeding well,
in c:ompetant fermation with low rod torque and 10 feot core runs
with 100 psrc:ent r'ec:cvary. Ecttom Mole t.mper4tures of 50Q and






































Notel 5" CHD c:a9ing and 3-1/21/ HMGl c:a!linc; aret tsmporary and
will be rwmoved when hole i5 completed.
















Mud Wt: 8.4 */~al
Vis (sec). 36 in
Mud pH. 9.0
























e£g1~1gU!~_!QfE~m!;1g~: Core NQ 5,912 - 5,980 feet. with
approximatsly 60 percent drilling fluid r~turn.. A few Angular
fr.ctures at ~,923 feet bloc:k&d the cora tube and ~e5ultad in a
short cera run (5 f.et) , etherwise the formation ccntinu•• t.c be
comp&tant With 9cattared f~ac:ture5. Bcttom hela temperatu~e of






































Note. ~"CHD casinQ and 3-1/2 11 HMQ e ..~ing ar-e temporary and
will be removed wnen Mole is completed.
















Mud wt I 8.4 #1;a1
Vis (S&C)I 3~ in
Mud pHI 9.0
























e~2i!isQ~~_!niEcm~~i2n: Core NQ ~,980 - 0,041 ~eet with 60
perc.nt r~turns of drilling Tluid5. Formation continues to b~
c:ompet~nt with ~c:at:tered frac:ture~. Rod torque is normal, cera
rYn~ .re 10 feet .nd recovery i. 100 parcent. Bottom hole




































Note: ~1l CHD c:al!Sin~ and 3-1/2 11 HMQ c:asin~ ar. tamporary and
will be rsmovsd wh&n hole is completed.
_..------ ---_ .....•._--
















M~d Wt, 8.4 #/9.1
Vi~ (~a~)l 36 in
Mud pH: 9.0























Bg,~!.!!en!l_!!!f.er.!!2!!!.enl Core NQ 6,041 - 6,110 f •• t with 60
percent returns Q-r drillin9 fluids. Fermation remaine competent
in submm-ine lavA flows, tlinAll int"u5ive~ and c:lastic:
sedimen~5. Cere runs are 10 feet and r.covery is 100 p&rcunt.
Scttom hole t8mparatur. of 537 F r.c:crdsd at 6,0~1 Taet and !54!5






































Notal :5" CHD c<luli n; and 3-1/2" 'HMQ' calli n~ ar. t.mporary .nd
1'Ii 11 b& r&mcv&d wh"n hoI & i 55 c:cmp l.t.d.
















Mud Wtl 6.4 */g&l
Vis (!lIte:) : :S6 i n
Mud pH: 9.0
























a~g,i~!.~!n~t_lnt.g!:m!~ig!:! I Cor-e NQ ", 110 - 6 t 171 f ~lIt wi th 60
percent returns of drill!n; fluids. Formation remain~ c:ompetent
in int~i5ive$ and submarine lava flews. Cor-e run~ are 10 feet
~nd r.~overy iB 100 per-cent. Bottom hele tampRr~tur. of 558°F

























(:5 , 721-4, 103 )












Nets. ~tl CHP c:••ing and 3-1/2 11 HHQ c::asin; al'"e tempcr.aI'"Y and
will b~ removed when Mole i~ ccmpletad.
















Mud Wt~ 8.4 */;al
Vi~ (!l0C:) 1 35 in
Mud ~Hlr 910
























e.9.Q!.~!.12Cl~i_!o.f.gc.m.!t.teo.J Cora NQ 0.171 - 6,232 feet wi th 70
percent returns o-F dr11lin; -Fluids. Core run!! are 10 feQt with
100 p.;'-cant rec:overy. Bottom hela tamparaturs of 564- F wa~






































Netel 5" CHD casing and 3-1/2" HMQ ca~in; are tempc~~I'"Y ~nd
will be remcved when hole 1~ ccmplet.d.
















Mud Wtt 8.4 */9&1
Vis (sue:) I 35 i n
Mud pHI 9.0
























B~~i~igQ!l_!nf2~m!~ien: Ccrf! NQ 6,232 - 6,292 fEist with
approx~mately 60 ~e~c:ent drill in; fluid raturn$. Core run~
c:ontinl.u, to &v.ra;_ 10 Teet with 100 pe~~!!nt rec:overy. Eottom






































Net... 5 11 CHO c:a!lin; and 3-1/2" HMQ c~.in; .Ira tiimpcr~ry and
will b~ ,...mcved whetn.hel. i. completed.
HAWAII NATURAL ENERGY INSTITUTE












































a~gi!!ga~~_lQiECm~£~2al Corg NQ 6,29:2 - 6,3~0 Teet with 80
percent return~ of dril1inq -fluids. Form.tion r.m~in5 competent
in intru~iv&$ and submarin. lav4 flowe. Core runs .r& 10 fQ&t
and recovery is 100 percent. Bottom hola temperature OT ~78 F
recordsd at 6,302 Tilst and 5S5 F r.c:orded At 6,3~0 Teet.
The pump in· the water supply WQll ha= 4pp~rently ~andad in
c&using the pump moter ~h.Tt to shear. H&ul in :2 load= of water
(5,000 gal each) to top off tAnk and ~ump. With tha ~urrant





















81;: 11 ( j, ntarval )
(0-202)
(0-1,890)













Notsr 5 11 CHD c:.sing .nd 3-1/211 HMQ c.ssing Ars tamporary and
will be removed wnen nels is complat.d.
















Mud Wt: 8.4 #/gal
Vis (5&c)r 35 in
Mud pHI 9.0























eggt~i9n~1_lafgc~~iiEn: CCl"'e NQ 6,3~O - 6,388 feat with 60
percent raturn3 OT drillin; Tluid~. Co~e I"'uns .1"'9 10 f~~t with
100 pe~cent I"'e~overy. While d~illing .ha~d At Q,~as Teet tMe
NQ rods sapar.t8d At 1,880 Teet. Tripped out of hel_, and
Ti~h8d out broken 5&cticn. Trip b.c~ in hole .nd circulat~
bottoms up &vsry SOO f ••t tc cool hole.
H.ul one lo.d of watar to top OTT ~upply.
Hi 5t.01'"Y




































Notel 5" CHD casing and 3-1/2~ HMO ca~ing are temporary and
will be I"'&movad wh&n hel. is cempleted.
















Mud Wt:1 8.4 */9.1
Vis Cave). 36 in
MUd pHI 9.0
























B9.9.!.~iml!!._lniQ!:.m!t.!.e!l1 Cora NQ 6,368 - 6,4t53 feet wi th 80
perc:eni: return!l of drilling -Fluid.. FormAtion remains competent
in inb·u!5ivEils and submarine lAva Tlow!! with scmli Troac::tul"'ing in
the 6,420 - 6,448 foot int.erval. Cora runs Arl!!' 10 Teet and
rSCOViiWY is 100 percent. Bottom hola temperature of 602 F






































Note. ~II CHD casinCiJ and 3-1/2" HMQ casing 41"'!1 temporary iilnd
will b. removed when hole is compl.t.sd.
















Mud Wtz 8.4 #/~al
Vi5 (~e:): ~~ in
Mud pH: 9.0
























a~g!.~i~!!!!._!!1igr.m!£!.ea I Core NGl 6,455 - 6 t 521 f .lft with 85
pare.nt returns of dril1in~ ~luids. Core runs AI"'. 7 - 10 filet
wi th 101~ percent rec:cv~ry. Bottom hol e temperature of 608 F
r~eord.d .t 6,462 TQ&t ~nd 610 F rec:orded At 6,521 f ••t. Thre.
1cads o'F water (:5,000 g«1 .«eh) wwr. transpor-ted to the !!i t5.
Haul onl' lOAd of w1iI.twr to top of~ :supply.
At ,4.30 PM When th. hole was at a depth of 6,491 ~eet verb&l
Approv«l to deepen the hols below 6,~OO -f ••t, to • maximum depth






































Notwl 5" CHI> c:a~in; and 3-1/2 11 HMQ c:aiiiin; are temporary and





































(I} - 5 -t------+-~_..;:__---t.~~~-~-h------_l_----_l
£::J
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Mud Wt. 8.4 ~/gal
Vi~ (••c): 36 in
Mud pH: 9.0
























e~~i~1~Q~~_lafe~m!ti2Q: Co!"'s NQ 6,~21 - 6,~e3 Tast with 80
percent ret.urn~ of d!"'illin; fluid~. Form.tien remain~ competent
in int~u~ivl!~ and submarine lava ~lows with cere run~ OT 9 - 10
Tset .nd 100 percent recovery. The core tube h.d mialatc:ned on
the final cers run and After the driller w•• unable te correct
the .ituation the de~isiQn wa. mad. to trip out. of the hole te
retril!~. 9 f ••t e~ core now in the reds and check the bit which






































Nctlil 5" CHD ca!lin; and 3-1/2" HMQ catlinQ ar. temporary and
will be !"'amoved when hole i!l compl.ted.
















Mud Wt: 8.4 */gal
Vi.. (.&le:): 36 in
Mud pHI 9.0
























B~~lti~Q!i_!Qi2Cm!~12QI Trip drill rod~ out of hole and recov.r
9 feet of e:ore. Bit i$ in remarkably ~ood shaps ~nd wa~ run
b«~k in to e:ompleta hoI.. En~cunt.red le~~ than • ine:h~s of
Till in hole, re~umed core drillin~ at 5:45 PM. Core drill NQ
6,~8::S·· 6,622 T••t with 80 percent return of drilling fluid~, 10
foet e:Qr. run_ .nd 100 percent rsccvsry. Bottom hole






































NQt.: 5" CHD c:a~in9 and 3-1/2 11 HMQ e:••ing Are tempol"'ary and
will b. removed when hole i~ compl.t.d.
















Mud Wt. 8.4 */gal
Vis (sec): 36 in
M~d pH: 9.0
























~£9.!.!is.~~!._!~ier.m~!ien= Cora NGl 6,622 - 6,702 feet wi.th 7~
p&rc:ant returns of drilling fluids. Formation r.mAins comp.twnt
in intrusiv•• , clastic: gediments and wubmArin. laYA flow. with
10 foot core tuns and 100 percent recovery. Bottom hoI.
temper~ture of 626 F r.c:crdlid at 6,672 feet. Trucked in 3 loads






































NQ-t.: 5" CHD c:~.i nQ lind 3-1/2 11 HMQ c:as! ng al~e tamper.ry tlnd
will be remcved wh_n hole i. c:cmplat~d.
















Mud Wt. 8.4 #/gal
Yi~ (sec). 36 in
Mud pHI 9.0
























a~~~~~eu~i_IQfecm~!~2n: Core NQ 6,702 - 6,752 f ••t. Drilling
fluid lo.s g~adual1y increasing to 50 percent. Interval from
6,712 - 6,7~O f~et very broken, r ••ulting in core rung of 2.5 -
7 feet. Cor& recovery r.mains at 100 percent. Eottom hole'






































Note: 5 11 CHD castn; and 3-1/2" HMQ c .... ing are temporary and
will b~ removed when hole i9 complstad.
















Mud wt: 8.4 #/~al
Vha <••c:): 36 in
Mud pH: 9.0























DI"' i 11 M~r I
agg~!i9n!~_lntg~ms~12ol Cor~ NQ 6,752 - 0,802 T••t with 50
percent returns oT drilling fluids. Formation rem«ins competent
in intru~iv~st cla~tic: sedimanta Mnd .ubmarine lava flow~ with
10 Toot cors runs and 100 percent recovery. TD hole at 1 AM
5/29/91 at 6,802 Tv.t. Bottom hole tempsr~turs OT 634 F
recorded at 6,802 fRet. Trucked in 5 lOMd~ OT water <~,OOO ;.1
Q~ch) to build on-sita supply.






































Notes 5" CHD col_ing and 3-1/:2" HMQ casinr; «re temporary and
will be ~emoved wh~n hols i. ccmpl.tad.




































Vis (se=)1 N/A in N/A out
Mud pHI N/A
Mud ramp (F):IN N/A OUT N/A
LC (t
8~~~~~Eu~l_lni£~m!!~9Q! Finish pUllin; NQ drill red~, and
begin pulling HMQ rodg. HMQ rods have ~eparatad Qt 4,182 Teet






































NOt:ill 5 11 CHD casing and 3-1/2 11 HMQ c:a~inQ are tempQ,.-.,.-Y and
w~ll ba ,...meved when hole i. cQmpleted.
--------~--- --------

















Viii (••1:) I N/ A i n
MlJd ~HI N/A























8~~i~ien~i_lnf9cm~tieal Finish pulling 4,182 f~et of HMQ r"cd~
and IMying down in 20 foot len~th.. Trip in hole with
mechanic.l cutter and cut r"amainin~ HMQ ct 4,762 f ••t. Trip Qut
of hole, lay dewn cutter assembly, pick up Bowen spear, trip in
hols and recover 580 feet of HQ rod. HQ rem.ining in hole Tr"om







































Notel 5 11 CHD casing timd 3-1/2/1 HMQ c:••ing are tilmporl!.ry and
will b. removed whQn hole is complet.d.




































Vi~ (se~), N/A in N/A Qut
Mud pH: N/A
Mud Temp (F)tIN N/A OUT N/A
LC i
eggl~1eQ~~_lQiecms~~gnl Finish running NQ tubing to TD.
R_move 80PE ~nd pull 1,794 Teet oT 134mm drill red while
maintaining 10 gpm Tlow OT wat.er into hole. Install tub1n9


















































Per i od !:;tal"'t I 0700





Vis C••c): N/A in N/A out
Mud pHs N/A
















a~~~~~gn~l_lat2cm~~iQar Run tempel"'ature 10; with USGS loggin~
truck. Cable head -failed at 6,100 Teet at a tampartul"'e o~ ~~8
F. Rehead cablll, run deviation survey with E4~tman-Chl"'imtsns.n
gyrc~ccpic survey tool. E4~tman-Chri5t.nsen engineer dllcidsd tc
pull tool at 5,400 Tellt dUll to axcs~~ive intarn.l h~at bUild-up
and possibl. fluid leak. SurvQY indiCAtes hole driTtad to =outh
at an angle OT ovwr 10 d~gree~ Trom vertical .t 2,000 feet, than
maint.i,ed a ~outher1y direction while slowly drepping back to a
near v.~tic.l angle (less than :2 d&gree~) by 4,500 Teat. L4~t
me.~urement pl~cas hola 254 f_et $outh and 19 feet east OT well
head. Projected bottom hole lec.ticn place9 hole 270 Tset SQuth
and 41 teet east of wellhead. (see attach~d survey record)




































------ -- ---- -
THE RESEARCH CORPORATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII




TYPE~ SEEKER GYROSCOPIC SURVEY
VENDOR: EASTMAN CHRISTENSEN
SURVEYOR: TOM RAY
* •• SURVEY AT M.D. OF 6802' IS A PROJECTED STATION f*.
RECORD OF SURVEY
MINIMUM CURVATURE METHOD
",,~__ • .;....,~..:..41 _t _...J __ ...... __ " ... 11; _ .... '1 ,i .... __
LOCATION: PUNA, HAWAI!
_. '-














R E eTA N 6 U L A R DOGLEG











































N a 15 W
N b~ 19 W
N 60 42 W
N 65 13 W
N 67 0 l;J
N 80 37 W
S 60 14 W
S 53 49 W
S 58 40 W
S 47 36 W
S 48 23 W
S·59 22 W
S 65 30 W
S 69 32 W
5 67 15 W
S 65 44 W
S 64 12 W
S 62 9 W




































































































































































































4 48 S 14 5 E 100.00
4 20 S 15 51 E 100.00
4 2 5 21 33 E 100.00
3 38 S 23 48 E 100.00
3 38 S 23 2 E 100.00
~ 34 S 34 54 E 100.00
2 48 S 46 ~~ E 100.00
3 19 S 46 41 E 100.00
2 56 S 50 50 E 100.00
2 42 S 46 14 E 100.00
2 36 5 50 29 E 100.00
2 2S S 51 I I E 100.00
2 37 S 47 42 E 100.00
2 22 5 47 39 E 100.00































































LOCATION: PUNA. HAWAII 2 J :01 :45 01-JUN-SI
TRUE
MEASURED DRIFT DRIFT COURSE VERTICAL R E eTA N 6 U L A R OOGLEG
DEPTH ANGLE DIRECTION L£NGTH DEPTH COO R DIN ATE 5 SEVERITY
FEET'oo 0 M D M F~Ei FEET FEET DG/100FT
4500 1 53 S S0 10 E 100.00 4484.90 237.71 S 2.73 E .57
46~0 1 50 S 40 27 E 100.00 4584.85 238.99 S 5.04 E .32
4700 1 36 S 40 10 E 10~)' 00 4684.80 242.28 S 6.99 E .24
48~0 1 42 S 38 49 E 100.00 4784.76 244.51 S 8.82 E .10
4900 J 36 S 45 5 E 100.00 4884.72 246.68 S 10.75 E .20
5000 25 S 50 40 E 100.00 4984.68 248.44 5 12.71 E .24
5100 11 5 59 58 E 100.00 5084.66 249.75 S 14.58 E .32
5200 22 S 50 7 E 100.00 5184.63 251.05 S 16.41 E .29
5300 :2 S 48 49 E 100.00 5284.61 252.42 5 -I e. 02 E .33
5400 6 S 52 5 E 100.00 5384.58 253.63 5 19.48 E .09
6802 6 S 52 5 E .,..... 6786.33 270.28 S 40.87 E .00
FINAL CLOSURE - DIRECTION: S a 35 E
DISTANCE: 273.36 FEET
FILE NUMBER: 001

















Vis (sec): N/A in
Mud pH: N/A

























a££i~iQQ~l_lQfQcm~~iQQ: Flush out hole with water and trip out
BQ drill rods in singles (20 ft.), remove BOP equipment and
install completion wellhead. Final bottom hole temperature
measurement exceeded range on 650 F thermometer. Estimated




















































Vis (sec:): N/A in
Mud pH: N/A

























a££i~iQ~~~_I~iQc~~~iQ~: Rig down and move equipment to HGP-A.





















































Vis (sec): N/A in
Mud pH: N/A

























aggi£i2Q~1_lQf2C~~ii2n: Rig down equipment and move to HGP-A.
Run day shift only with. one man remaining on site during night
for securi ty.
History
Hole Size Interval' (f t)
12-1/4" 0 to 202
8-1/2" 202 to 1,907









































Vis (sec): N/A in
Mud pH: N/A


























eQgi!i9D~1_1D£9r~~!i9D: Move drilling rig to HGP-A site and
continue rigging down remaining equipment and setting up
equipment at HGP-A. Set up U.S. Geological Survey logging truck
in .preparation for down hole logging.
History
Hole Size Interval (ft)
12-1/4" 0 to 202
8-1/2" 202 to 1,907









































Vis (sec): N/A in
Mud pH: N/A


























a££i~i~~~l_I~i~c~~~i~~: Run temperature log with USGS logging
truck and Pruett wireline/ Kuster equipment. Continue moving
equipment to HGP-A and rigging up.
History
Hole Size Interval (ft)
12-1/4" 0 to 202
8-1/2" 202 to 1,907









































Vis (sec): N/A in
Mud pH: N/A


























a££i£iQG~l_lQiQcm~£iQn:.Run injection test using Halliburton
Services to pump water and Pruett Industries to run pressure
survey. Move equipment off site and maintain night time
















































Vis (sec): N/A in
Mud pH: N/A

























B££i~iQ~~l_I~iQcm~~iQ~: Run temperature/pressure survey with
Pruett equipment. Rig down survey equipment and terminate work
at SOH-2.
History
Hole Size Interval (f t)
12-1/4" 0 to 202
8-1/2" 202 to 1,907
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Attention: Ms. Laura Glenn
RE: SUMMARY OF NOISE MONITORING EFFORTS
FROM APRIL 1, 1991 THROUGH JUNE 31, 1991
Dear Ms. Glenn:
Our report dated May 7, 1991 provided a summary of noise level data recorded
from January 1, 1991 through March 31, 1991. The following is a summary
of noise monitoring efforts performed from April 1, 1991 to June 31, 1991.
A. OVERALL NOISE MONITORING -- Table 1 is a summary of monitoring
activities, indicating that environmental noise monitoring has been
performed at a total of three locations for a total of about 171 days
on-line over a three month period. There are three automated noise
monitoring stations (described as "A", "8" and nCR) which are serviced
by Alpha-Micro Systems of Hilo. Robert Kochy has also performed two
manual noise level surveys in response to a specific complaint during
this time period (Enclosure 1).
B. EVALUATION OF SPECIFIC NOISE COMPLAINTS -- Table 2 provides a summary of
the evaluations made based on Public Contact Sheets provided to us for
this quarter. The process of evaluating noise complaints involves
reviewing: (a) the comments on the Public Contact Sheet; (b) the noise
levels from the graphic chart recorders from monitor station "An; (c)
the information regarding the activities occurring at the rig provided
in the Daily Drilling Report; and (d) the wind speed and direction
information collected at the SOH #2 site. Then, the sound propagation
loss condition which most likely occurred during the time of the
complaint is determined in order to assess the noise impact at the
complainant.
PALl PALMS PLAZA • 970 NO. KALAHEO AVENUE· SUITE A-311





Figures 1 through 5 are noise level strip chart recordings obtained when
complaints were received. In these figures, the available noise data
from the monitoring station next to the drilling rig is aligned in time
with the available noise data from the station at the complainants.
Five major divisions of the time scale represent 60 minutes. Noise data
for Complaint Nos. 1, 3, 4 and 6 are not complete due to data loss.
These are discussed separately below:
1. Complaint No.1 -- SOH noise generated during Complaint No.1
probably did not exceed the geothermal guidelines since only
drilling activities were taking place at the time of the complaint.
Previous noise data indicate that tripping activities cause higher
noise levels than those of drilling, and so far no concrete evidence
of exceedence exists during tripping or drilling.
Since no data is available for Complaint No.1, a search has been
conducted to find data for the period when similar rig activity and
meteorological conditions occurred. This resulted in obtaining data
for May 21, 1991 (see Figure 6). Incidentally, Perry's annotations
on the chart indicate that a noise complaint call was made to the
~ig during early morning hours of May 21, 1991, although no formal
Public Contact Sheet has apparently been filed with Robert Kochy.
The rig noise levels during the early morning hours of May 21, 1991,
were mostly steady levels of about 68 to 71 dBA with a few transient
events with levels ranging from about 75 to 80 dBA. Two of these
transients were clearly noticeable at the Perry's monitoring station
with levels ranging from about 45 to 55 dBA. This exceeds the geo-
thermal guideline; however, due to the temporal factor in the guide-
lines, no violation occurred. At around 4 am, the Perry's station
recorded several more transients with levels as high as 65 dBA.
These transients do not coincide precisely in terms of time with
those recorded at the SOH rig. Furthermore, the level difference is
only about 10 dBA between the rig and the Perry's noise levels. Our
sound propagation analysis indicates that even during the worst case
the level difference at the two locations should be between 14 to 24
dBA. Therefore, it is concluded that geothermal gUideline was not
violated on May 21, 1991, and during Complaint No.1.
2. Complaint No.3 -- Complaint No.3 from Hedke's, where the
monitoring station had failed, involved drilling and tripping
activities at the rig and both the upwind and downwind
meteorological conditions. The search for data within the subject
quarter with similar conditions resulted in data for April 14, 1991,
which consisted of only the downwind condition (see Figure 7). As





rig. The few transients at Hedke's were at most 45 dBA and no
correlation with the rig noise data exists. No geothermal violation
occurred during the early morning hours of April 14, 1991. Since
the meteorological conditions were worse on April 14, 1991 than
during the time of Complaint No.3, it is concluded that probably no
geothermal violation occurred during the complaint time.
3. Complaint No.4 -- As can be seen from Figure 3, the chart jammed
about 1 am on April 26, 1991 at the Perry's monitoring station. A
search for data with similar rig operations and meteorological
conditions resulted in data for May 21 and 22, 1991 (see Figures 8
and 9). The wind condition was worse for sound propagation during
this period than the actual complaint time on April 26, 1991.
From Figure 8, it can be seen that the major events recorded at
Perry's prior to 9 pm (denoted as "21") on May 21, 1991 do not cor-
relate with the rig noise data, and are probably locally generated.
Many transients were recorded between 9 and 10 pm, at both the Perry
and the rig monitoring stations. There was also an annotation,
probably by Perrys, noting that tripping was occurring during that
time. The transient levels ranged from about 40 to 49 dBA at
Perry's and about 70 to 81 dBA at the rig. The transients caused by
the rig were probably audible at Perry's; however, due to the
temporal factor, no geothermal noise guideline violation occurred.
Also from Figure 8, it can be seen that at about 9:15 pm, an event
lasting for about 2 to 3 minutes was recorded at Perry's with a
maximum level of about 60 dBA. This event is probably locally
generated since it does not coincide with any major noise events at
the rig and the level difference between the rig and Perry's is less
than 10 dBA. Even during the worst sound propagation condition, the
level difference between the two positions is estimated to be at
least 14 dBA. It should be noted that the noise events recorded at
Perry's at 9:15 pm and later, may have been caused by the Perrys
presence near the monitoring station. The ambient noise level at
the Perry's during that time ranged from about 31 to 33 dBA. With
such a low ambient level, a casual conversation or even a footstep
near the monitoring station would be shown as a noticeable event on
the strip chart recorder.
As can be seen in Figure 9, several transients with levels as high
as 66 dBA were recorded at Perry's between midnight and 1 am on
May 22, 1991. No correlation with the rig noise data exists, and
the apparent propagation loss differences are as low as about 7 dBA.






The two 54 dBA transients recorded at Perry's between 2 and 3 am,
shown in Figure 9, roughly correlate with the rig noise data.
The transients recorded at the rig were 5 to 7 dBA above the steady
noise, whereas the transients at Perry's were more than 20 dBA
above the steady noise. Thus, these transients at Perry's may have
been locally generated. In either case, no violation of the
geothermal noise guidelines have occurred due to the temporal
factor.
Several annotations are seen in Figure 9 on the chart paper between
4 and 5 am. One of the notes indicates that tripping was occurring,
but the transients recorded at Perry's were all below the 45 dBA
geothermal gUideline. A couple of noise events lasting for about 2
to 3 minutes during the hour were also recorded. These do not
correlate with the rig noise data and probably are generated by
Perry's presence and a jet flyby as annotated on the chart. Also a
chart annotation, apparently by the Perrys, indicates that the
frequency weighting on the sound level meter was changed from "slow
A" to "slow C" and "slow B". If either liB" or "C" setting was left
on the sound level meter, the chart recordings would be invalid
since the "s10w A" setting is stipulated in the geothermal
guidelines. Mr. Bill Berkhardt's (of Alpha Microsystems) annotation
indicates that the "slow A" weighting was in use after his visit
later on the morning of May 22, 1991.
4. Complaint No.6 -- Only the noise data at the Hedke's station is
available for Complaint No.6 on June 2, 1991. The rig noise and
meteorological data are not available since SOH #2 drilling was
completed on May 29, 1991 and the rig did not provide continuous
power to the monitoring station after that date. However, the
drilling record for the complaint period indicates that USGS was
performing logging surveys involving special tripping activities at
night. Noise generated by such activities could readily be audible
during the periods of calm, down-wind conditions. However, from
our evaluation of previous data, even for the worst sound
propagation condition, probably no geothermal guideline violations
occurred.
The idea of obtaining data for the USGS surveying activities at the
other SOH drill sites was considered. However, it was realized that
the data would not be applicable since the SOH #2 utilized an
improved noise mitigation enclosure on the hydraulic motor at top of
the rig as well as other shielding techniques. Such measures
resulted in lower overall rig noise levels compared to those
generated at the previous SOH sites.
University of Hawaii
July 3, 1991
c. INVESTIGATION TO IMPROVE THE NOISE MONITORING SYSTEM
J89-10
Page 5
It is recognized that there have been sporadic down times in the noise
monitoring systems due to the adverse conditions under which they must
operate. Paper jams in the strip chart recorder, cockroaches drinking
the ink from the pens and insects bUilding nests in the sound level
meter have been most troublesome. Also, condensation and moisture
build-up has caused problems with the microphone elements, pre-
amplifiers and electrical connections, at times.
Improved methods for data acquisition which are less susceptible to the
hazards of the sub-tropical rain forest are being investigated. Several
manufacturers have been solicited to provide product information on
integrated noise monitoring stations capable of measuring and storing
sound pressure level and meteorological data in digital form over
several days. Such a system would have to operate without the benefit
of A/e power or telephone lines to transfer the data. Thus far, two




Table 1 - Summary of Noise Monitoring Activities from 4/1/91 TO 6/30/91
Page 1 of 4
Mon. Data Start Stop Days on
Location Sta. Set Date Date Line Remarks
SOH #2 A 34a 4/1 4/8 7 3 hours of data
lost on 4/8,
paper ran out
SOH #2 A 34b 4/8 4/19 9 No data, 4/8-10
paper jam;
8 hours of data
lost during
4/17-19, no power
SOH #2 A 34c 4/19 4/26 7
SOH #2 A 34d 4/26 5/1 2 No data, 4/26-29
paper jam
Hedke 8 34e 4/1 4/17 13 No data, 4/1-3,
no power
Hedke 8 34f 4/17 4/26 4 No data, 4/17-19,
4/19-22, paperjam
Hedke 8 34g 4/26 5/1 4 No data, 4/30-5/1
pen dried
Perry C 34h 4/1 4/17 12 No data, 4/1-3,
14 hours of data
lost during
4/7 -8, no data,
4/8-9, 5 hours of
data lost during
4/9-10, no data
5 pm to 10 pm,





Table 1 - Summary of Noise Monitoring Activities from 4/1/91 TO 6/30/91
Page 2 of 4
Mon. Data Start Stop Days on
Location Sta. Set Date Date Line Remarks







and 1 am to 8:50
am, 4/26, all due
to paper jam
SOH #2 A 35a 5/1 5/6 4 No data, 5/5-6,
paper ran out
SOH #2 A 35b 5/6 5/17 10 25 hours of data
lost during
5/10-13, no power
SOH #2 A 35c 5/17 5/22 5 Questionable data
during 5/17-20
SOH #2 A 35d 5/22 6/3 12 10 hours of data
lost during 5/31-
6/3, no power;
end of Station A
Hedke B 35e 5/1 5/6 5






all due to paperjam
Table 1 - Summary of Noise Monitoring Activities from 4/1/91 TO 6/30/91
Page 3 of 4
Mon. Data Start Stop Days on
Location Sta. Set Date Date Line Remarks
Hedke B 35g 5/17 5/31 9 No data, 5/17-
5/22, paper jam
Perry C 35h 5/1 5/6 5
Perry C 35i 5/6 5/17 9 43 hours of data
lost during
5/16-19, paperjam
Perry C 35j 5/17 5/24 6 No data, 5/19-20,
pen dried
Perry C 35k 5/24 5/31
°




















Table 1 - Summary of Noise Monitoring Activities from 4/1/91 TO 6/30/91
Page 4 of 4
Mon. Data Start Stop Days on
Location Sta. Set Date Date Line Remarks
Hedke B 37a 6/19 6/24 5 7-1/2 hours of
data lost on
6/24, 1 am until
8:30 am, paperjam
Hedke B 37b 6/24 6/28 4 End of Station B




Perry C 37d 6/24 6/28 4 End of Station C
TABLE 2 - SUHMARY OF NOISE COHPLAINTS FROM SOli #2 AND EVALUATIONS; APRIL THROOGII JUNE, 1991 PAGE 1 OF 2
No. Date Complainant Complainant's Comment Rig Operation Rig Noise Level Met ConcH t i on Comments & Evaluation
(Time)
4/9/91 J. Perry Resident wanted to know Drill ing No data available Downwind, Cannot evaluate directly due to
(0938) what SOH was doing 2 mph lack of SOH-2 and Perry's noise
@ 5:15-5:30 am, 4/9/91; data; see text and Figure 6
"very loud"
2 4/19/91 J. Hedke Resident complained of Drill ing & Steady level of about Upwind & Steady level of about 52 to 55
(2220) high pitched annoying Tripping 70 to 73 dBA with transitional, dBA @ the complainant, probably
noise; didn't notice it transients of up to 2-4 mph locally generated level, no
until she went to bed 76 dBA. correlation with the SOH-2 data,
(10 pm) noise was no violation; see Figure 1
"intrusive"
3 4/22/91 J. Hedke Resident says SOH noise Drilling & Steady level of about Upwind & Cannot evaluate directly due to
(0607) woke her up at 4 am; Tripping 70 to 73 dBA with Downwind, lack of Hedke's noise data; see
wanted to know if rig was transients of up to 2-3 mph text and Figure 7
tripping; wanted to know 77 dBA
how much longer operation
would go on; annoyed,
getting sick, bad weekend;
wanted to know if noise
monitoring was working;
she doesn't know how much
more she can take; may
have to make some arrangements
if this continues; she
disputed Kochy's weather
condition for Fri. night-
about to rain, claims no rain.
4 4/26/91 J. Perry Resident says rig "very Drill ing & Steady level of about Downwind, Chart jam at Perry's about 1 am;
(0040) noisy"; asking if they Tripping 65 to 70 dBA with one 6-7 mph existing data did not indicate
are "batchi n9", requested transient of 75 dBA violation; see text and Figure 3,
noise level measurement 8 and 9
be taken at residence,
requested that radio at
rig be turned down. She
also described a pump noise
TABLE 2 - SUMMARY OF NOISE COMPLAINTS FROM SOH #1 &SOH #2 AND EVALUATIONS; JANUARY THROUGH MARCH, 1991 PAGE 2 OF 2
No. Date C~lainant Complalnant's Comment Rig Operation Rig Noise Level Met Condition Comments &Evaluation
(Time)
5 5/3/91 J. Hedke Resident complained of Drill ing Steady level of about Transitional to Two transients of up to 60 dBA
(0836) nighttime noise at 10 pm 70 to 72 dBA. No downwind, 2 mph were recorded @ Hedke's, but no
on 512/91; "annoying transients during the correlation with the SOH-2 data
pitch", unable to sleep time of complaint. exists, no violation; all other
with cotton plug in her data during this period were
ear; she claims that the less than 45 dBA; see Figure 4
noise monitor is reading
37 dBA.
6 6/2191 J. Hedke Resident complained of USGS No rig noise data No met data Cannot evaluate directly due to
(0933) drilling noise at 4 am survey available available lack of rig noise and met data;
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Short-Term Noise Level Measurement Results
Using Ambient Noise Survey Data Sheet
Performed by Mr. Robert Kochy
April 26, 1991
SOH-2
. aampte [rom Ot6 top
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AGREEMENT FOR A GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, HAWAII (RCUH 3908-00)
AMOUNT AMOUNT EXPENDED AMOUNT AVAILABLE
BUDGET CATEGORY AWARDED AS OF 6/30/91 ENCUMBERED BALANCE
Salaries $175,100.00 $122,100.79 $0.00 $52,999.21
Fringe $44,400.00 $16,601.51 $0.00 $27,798.49
Equipment $165,000.00 $130,964.81 $7,195.13 $26,840.06
Supplies $350,500.00 $662,158.85 $32,693.51 -$344,352.36
Travel $45,000.00 $47,682.95 $512.30 -$3,195.25
Consultant $283,000.00 $449,671.49 $55,057.16 -$221,728.65
Publications $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Miscellaneous $162,000.00 $412,812.35 $45,684.17 -$296,496.52
Indirect Costs $50,000.00 $50,000.00 $0.00 $0.00
Drilling $4,326,000.00 $3,119,614.74 $170,434.93 $1,035,950.33
TOTAL $5,601,000 $5,011,607.49 $311,577.20 $277,815.31
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